
Massachusetts State Police
ASSISTANCE RENDERED  2022-IMT-6

Report Date:  02/10/2022

Primary Information
Description: Assist SERT with Missing Elderly Male- Huntington 02/10/2022
Dissemination Code: report respect the security of its associated case
Reporting LEO: Tiberi, Jarred L. (msp3516 / UAV Squad / Massachusetts State Police)
Backup LEO: Doak, Brian (MSP 3241 / UAV Squad / Massachusetts State Police)
Report Status: Approved
Report Status Date: 05/27/2022
Approved By: George, Michael A (msp2998 / Massachusetts State Police)

Synopsis
Date/Time: 2/9/2022 6:10:00 PM
Related Addresses: LOCATION OCCURED - Upper Overlook Dr & Lake Shore Dr, HUNTINGTON, MA 
Gist:  
Sgt. Beaupre SP-RUSSELL reports that a caller has located a suspicious vehicle in the area of the Norwich Lake Association boat
ramp in the approximate area of Upper Overlook Rd and Lakeshore Dr/Norwich Drive intersection, Huntington.  This area not
maintained during winter and the vehicle appears to have been driven until becoming stuck in unplowed snow.  The drivers license
of a missing party was located within the vehicle.
SP_NORTHAMPTON had done a wellbeing check earlier today at his residence at the request of his doctor's office.  A neighbor said
he saw this party leave in his vehicle approximately two days ago.  B-6 has the phone pinged and it indicated that the phone had
been off for approximately two days and was pointing in the direction of Huntington.  This party is a 78 year old male with possible
SP_RUSSELL cruiser's en route.  Chief Garriepy Huntington enroute with the Huntington DPW to clear a path to the vehicle as it is
currently in spot unreachable due to icy conditions.  He also has a UTV respond.  Tpr. Sheehan B-8 is a SERT member and has been
dispatched to the scene along with the Troop P/S Sgt. Sheehan.  BHQ-CAT also en route.  Tpr. Stanikmas MSP K-9 is enroute from
C-Troop.
Sgt. Gamache SP-NORTHAMPTON speaks with Captain Cahill SPDU Hampshire commander RE this incident.  After arriving
personnel assess the scene he will be updated with the progress.
Staging is at the Fire Department substation on Searle Rd. Huntington.
1922HRS Airwing-Plymouth is contacted RE this situation and given the particulars.  They state they will contact B-5 direct and will
advise if they will be launching.
 
*********************** CONTINUATION OF 2022-0BH-000203*************************
 
2014HRS Sgt. McNally advises that a search team will be deploying from 227 Lakeshore Drive with accountability of all assigned
personnel.
2041HRS Air-5 radios on B-PTL-2 that they are 25 minutes out and will radio again when they are overhead.
2105HRS Air-5 reports that they are overhead and beginning a search pattern.
2150HRS Lt. O'Hara SERT team commander is contacted and updated as to the status of this search.  He states that he will contact
Tpr. Sheehan the on scene SERT member in regards to a mission in the morning.
2152HRS Sgt. Sheehan Troop B P/S reports that they were unable to locate the subject.  Air-5 reports that they have searched the
area with negative results.  Sgt. Sheehan reports that all personnel are accounted for and they will be securing for the evening.  Per
the request of Chief Garriepy the vehicle will be remaining in its present place.
Tpr. Lemay SPDU-Hampshire updated.
Update for missing person search from yesterday at Upper Overlook Dr and Lake Shore Dr in Huntington.
Lt. Clapprood, Troop B OPS Officer and SERT member, advises that ten SERT members, K-9, a drone unit, and Chief Garriepy of
Huntington PD will be conducting a search on the north end of Lake Norwich and will be on SOPS 3 radio channel.
 
Several flight conducted by Tpr's Doak and Tiberi; all in Class G Airspace.  No pictures or videos taken by either drone pilot.  Flights
and weather info attached to this report.  Negative findings by SERT or Drone Unit at this time.
 
**********************************************************************************************************************
                                                                                         Subject Located 2/17/2022
 
Elderly subject from Huntington was located deceased by a local resident/hiker on Tuesday afternoon.  The subject was located just
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(c) medical
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Synopsis - Continued
 outside the northwest edge of where we searched.  GPS tracks indicate SERT was within approximately 160 feet of the subject who
was located just inside the focus area of .5 mile radius and approximately 880 feet off the power lines.  Tpr Skorupa went out to map
the location and help extract the body.  He stated they responded to the location by walking down the power lines into the gully and
entering the left side of the woods on the snowmobile trail.  On Day 1, we had a group by the entrance to the snowmobile trail but
turned them around due to poor weather and on Day 2 we only had a small group in that area because we were spread out in other
areas.  The gully/trail became our flank because of the tough terrain and lack of footprints through the snow.
 
Respectfully Submitted,
 
Tpr Jarred Tiberi #3516
MA State Police
DHS/UAS Team

Address #1 - LOCATION OCCURRED #1 - 227 Lakeshore Dr
Primary Information
Address: 227 Lakeshore Dr, HUNTINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS UNITED STATES
Troop: Troop B
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